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The DPMA pneumatic assembly table serves as a work station in technological 
processes, mainly the production of furniture and upholstering. It can also be used for 
loading and unloading when managing stocks. 

 The table is pneumatically controlled without any sort of electric elements. 
Adjustment of lifting and lowering height is accomplished using a foot pedal, which allows 
the worker to have both hands free. There is a possibility of individual installation of working 
surfaces, ie. wooden panels, essential to the production of elements easily damaged 
mechanically. A valve system keeps the platform raised to its set level, even after cutting off 
the power supply. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL DATA:  

Max lifting capacity:   
(Working pressure 6 MPa)  
(Working pressure 8 MPa)  

kg 
 

120 
150 

Lifting height  mm 1000 
Height when folded (without tabletop) mm 320 
Table dimensions (standard) mm 900x2000 
Min. operating pressure (depending on lifting capacity) MPa 0,6 / 0,8  
Machine mass kg 160 

 
The lift can be equipped with roller conveyors, a rotating table, barriers, flaps, 
and other mechanisms, offered in a wide range of table dimensions and lifting 

heights depending on the client's needs. 

Lifts are inspected according to appendix C of the PN-EN 1570:2002 standard – “SAFETY 
REQUIREMENTS REGARDING TABLE LIFTS”, and have a CE COMPLIANCE DECLARATION and all 

necessary documents for UDT registration. 
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The DPMA pneumatic assembly table serves as a work station in technological processes, mainly the production of furniture and upholstering. It can also be used for loading and unloading when managing stocks.

	The table is pneumatically controlled without any sort of electric elements. Adjustment of lifting and lowering height is accomplished using a foot pedal, which allows the worker to have both hands free. There is a possibility of individual installation of working surfaces, ie. wooden panels, essential to the production of elements easily damaged mechanically. A valve system keeps the platform raised to its set level, even after cutting off the power supply.













TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL DATA: 

		Max lifting capacity: 	

(Working pressure 6 MPa)	

(Working pressure 8 MPa)	

		kg

		

120

150



		Lifting height 

		mm

		1000



		Height when folded (without tabletop)

		mm

		320



		Table dimensions (standard)

		mm

		900x2000



		Min. operating pressure (depending on lifting capacity)

		MPa

		0,6 / 0,8 



		Machine mass

		kg

		160







The lift can be equipped with roller conveyors, a rotating table, barriers, flaps, and other mechanisms, offered in a wide range of table dimensions and lifting heights depending on the client's needs.

Lifts are inspected according to appendix C of the PN-EN 1570:2002 standard – “SAFETY REQUIREMENTS REGARDING TABLE LIFTS”, and have a CE COMPLIANCE DECLARATION and all necessary documents for UDT registration.
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